WILLIAM JAMES WRIGHT V, PMA
11-03-2021- 02:19 P.M.
The United States of America
NAC: 70PHZ P5FJ2 State of Florida
NAC: 8669J ML9PQ Judicial District # Ten
WILLIAM JAMES WRIGHT V, PMA
Global Postal Code-NAC: 830MN MMJ1N
wrightfamilytrusttrustee@gmail.com

Notice
Affirm Inc.,
I, William James Wright V - Trustee, the person, have a few questions. The Trustee is speaking only on
behalf of WILLIAM JAMES WRIGHT V, PMA and in the Trustee capacity of said entity. The claim
states, as of November 25, 2021, the total unpaid principal balance is $372.97. My question is, does
$372.97represent a positive or negative number? I believe that the number is negative due to the
bankruptcy of 1933, the Executive Order 102608, and the removal of the gold standard by Roosevelt, and
the removal of the silver standard. If the precious metals that were used to back the, US or federal reserve
notes are gone, so than the positive value is gone. How does a negative currency pay off a negative debt? A
negative does not make a negative closer to positive. I understand the demand for a specific kind of
currency within the contract of “Note” known as LOAN ID: YUVP-WXAD. It is my hope that you will
understand my situation and help me get a better knowledge of these rules and regulations.
Please provide me with verifiable evidence of your statements and you have 15 days from the time you get
this Notice or it will be your admission that my claims are true. The Trustee of WILLIAM JAMES
WRIGHT V, PMA is seeking to be in honor with your company and make payment towards the negative
debt. Here is your payment I believe I owe you; Page 2 and 3, this money order is backed by silver, and as
silver is a positive value this money order backed by silver is more money than the U.S. $-372.97dollars that
you claim is your due, and is considered the demanded currency recognized by the bank and constitution of
the United States. Please Notify any private creditor meaning a person and/or person(s) representing or
speaking on behalf of Affirm Inc. claiming the owed “principal” on LOAN ID: YUVP-WXAD. If there are
any questions, please contact the U.S. Treasury or the Treasury of the United States for verification of these
claims. This is Final payment for proper credit and full discharge within your account.
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Best Regards,

William James Wright V - Trustee
Signed on the 229th day in the year of YHWH six thousand and twenty-three and the 3rd day of November
in the two thousand and twenty-first year of the new covenant in Yahushua’s name. Translation: Third (3rd)
day of November, 2021
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